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Abstract. Getting a good estimation of the Interaction Quality (IQ) of
a spoken dialogue helps to increase the user satisfaction as the dialogue
strategy may be adapted accordingly. Therefore, some research has al-
ready been conducted in order to automatically estimate the Interaction
Quality. This paper adds to this by describing how Recurrent Neural
Networks may be used to estimate the Interaction Quality for each di-
alogue turn and by evaluating their performance on this task. Here, we
will show that RNNs may outperform non-recurrent neural networks.
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1 Introduction

While spoken human-computer interaction (HCI) is now wildly available on mo-
bile technical devices, still, the applications are limited and the system behaves
in a non-user-adaptive manner, i.e., the system does not take into account short-
term properties of the user. However, having information about these short-term
properties or user states like user satisfaction will help rendering this type of HCI
more natural and user friendly [1–4].

Automatically deriving the user satisfaction during the ongoing interaction
for each turn is a difficult task. Here, we have proposed several approaches
for solving this problem before using either static methods [5–7] or sequential
methods [8, 9]. For the latter, the problem is regarded as a sequence of user
satisfaction values which are not independent from each other (which seems to
be natural as a dialogue interaction may also be considered to be a sequence).

For such sequential problems, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [10] have
shown to perform well for modelling specific problems of Spoken Dialogue Sys-
tems (SDSs) [11–14]. An RNN extends a regular neural network by adding cyclic
connections with a time delay thus making them very suitable for their appli-
cation for sequential problems such as the automatic estimation of the user
satisfaction which will be represented by the Interaction Quality (IQ) in this
work. Hence, in this work, we will investigate and analyse the potential of RNNs
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for estimating the IQ level which will be presented in Sect. 2 together with other
relevant related work. For applying RNNs for IQ estimation, we will propose
possible approaches with different topologies (Sect. 3). Based on a data set of
annotated dialogues, all approaches will be evaluated and their results presented
in Sect. 4.

2 Significant Related Work

Famous work on determining the satisfaction level automatically is the PAR-
ADISE framework by Walker et al. [15]. Assuming a linear dependency between
objective measures and User Satisfaction (US), a linear regression model is ap-
plied to determine US on the dialogue level. This is not only very costly, as
dialogues must be performed with real users, but also inadequate if quality on
a finer level is of interest, e.g., on the exchange level. In the following, we will
present work on automatically determining the user satisfaction on the exchange
level followed by a description of the Interaction Quality and related estimation
approaches.

2.1 User Satisfaction

For predicting subjective quality measures on the exchange level, several research
work has been conducted hitherto. However, most of this body of work lacks of
either taking account of the sequential structure of the dialogue or resulting in
insufficient performance.

Engelbrecht et al. [16] presented an approach using Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) to model the SDS as a process evolving over time. Performance ratings
on a 5 point scale (“bad”, “poor”, “fair”, “good”, “excellent”) have been applied
by the users of the SDS during the dialogue. The interaction was halted while
the user rated.A HMM was created consisting of 5 states (one for each rating)
and a 6-dimensional input vector. While Engelbrecht et al. [16] relied on only 6
input variables, we will pursue an approach with 29 input variables. Moreover,
we will investigate dialogues of a real world dialogue system annotated with
quality labels by expert annotators.

Higashinaka et al. [17] proposed a model for predicting turn-wise ratings for
human-human dialogues. Ratings ranging from 1 to 7 were applied by two expert
annotators labeling for smoothness, closeness, and willingness. They achieved an
UAR3 of only 0.2-0.24 which is only slightly above the random baseline of 0.14.

Hara et al. [18] derived turn level ratings from overall ratings of the dialogue
which were applied by the users after the interaction on a five point scale within
an online questionnaire. Using n-grams to model the dialogue by calculating n-
gram occurrence frequencies for each satisfaction value showed that results for
distinguishing between six classes at any point in the dialogue to be hardly above
chance.

3 Unweighted Average Recall, see Sect. 4.1
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2.2 The Interaction Quality Paradigm and the LEGO Corpus

As a more objective means of describing the user’s satisfaction with the inter-
action, Schmitt and Ultes [19] proposed a measure called “Interaction Quality”
(IQ) which fulfills the requirements of a quality metric for adaptive dialogue
identified by Ultes et al. [20]. For the authors, the main aspect of user satisfac-
tion is that it is assigned by real users. However, this is impractical in many
real world scenarios. Therefore, the usage of expert raters is proposed. Further
studies have also shown that ratings applied by experts and users have a high
correlation [21].

The general idea of the Interaction Quality (IQ) paradigm—IQ being defined
as user satisfaction annotated by expert raters—is to derive a number of inter-
action parameters from the dialogue system and use those as input variables
to train a statistical classifier targeting IQ. Interaction quality is modelled on a
scale from 5 to 1 representing the ratings “satisfied” (5), “slightly unsatisfied”
(4), “unsatisfied” (3), “strongly unsatisfied” (2), and “extremely unsatisfied” (1).

The IQ paradigm [22] is based on automatically deriving interaction param-
eters from the SDS. These parameters are fed into a statistical classification
module which estimates the IQ level of the ongoing interaction at the current
system-user-exchange4. The interaction parameters are rendered on three lev-
els (see Fig. 1): the exchange level, the window level, and the dialogue level.
The exchange level comprises parameters derived from SDS modules Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR), Spoken Language Understanding (SLU), and Dia-
logue Management (DM) directly. Parameters on the window and the dialogue
level are sums, means, frequencies or counts of exchange level parameters. While
dialogue level parameters are computed out of all exchanges of the dialogue up
to the current exchange, window level parameters are only computed out of the
last three exchanges.

These interaction parameters are used as input variables to a statistical clas-
sification module with the goal of estimating the IQ value. The statistical model
is trained based on annotated dialogues of the Lets Go Bus Information System
in Pittsburgh, USA [23]. For the LEGO corpus [24], 200 calls from 2006 consist-
ing of 4,885 exchanges have been annotated by three different raters resulting in
a rating agreement of κ = 0.545. Furthermore, the raters had to follow labeling
guidelines to enable a consistent labeling process [24]. The median of all three
ratings is used to establish a ground truth for the IQ value of a given turn.

Schmitt et al. [19], [22] performed IQ recognition on the LEGO corpus using
linear support vector machines (SVMs). They achieved an UAR3 of 0.58 based on
10-fold cross-validation which is clearly above the random baseline of 0.2. Using
the same data, Ultes et al. [8] put an emphasis on the sequential character of
the IQ measure by applying Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and Conditioned
Hidden Markov Models (CHMMs). Both have been applied using 6-fold cross
validation and a reduced feature set of the LEGO corpus achieving an UAR3 of

4 A system-user exchange comprises a system turn followed by a user turn.
5 UAR, κ and ρ are defined in Sect. 4.1
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0.44 for HMMs and 0.39 for CHMMs. In addition to modelling the observation
probabilities of the HMM with generic Gaussian Mixture Models [8], Ultes et
al. also proposed the combination of static classifiers with HMMs resulting in a
hybrid approach [9]: there, the observation probabilities are modelled using the
confidence scores of the static classification algorithms. By that, they were able
to beat the performance of the confidence-providing SVM by 2.2% in UAR.

Fig. 1: This figure originally published by Schmitt et al. [24] shows the three pa-
rameter levels constituting the interaction parameters: the exchange level con-
taining information about the current exchange, the window level, containing
information about the last three exchanges, and the dialogue level containing
information about the complete dialogue up to the current exchange.

3 Recurrent Neural Networks for IQ Estimation

Following the approaches presented by Ultes et al. [8], we focus on the sequential
character of the IQ measure and propose recurrent neural networks [10] for IQ
estimation. Recurrent neural networks enhance regular neural networks with
cyclic, time delayed connections, that can be used as memory for earlier events.
This makes them a reasonable choice for sequential problems such as the one
presented.

The architecture of recurrent neural network can be varied by many factors,
e.g. the number of layers, the number of nodes in a layer as well as the num-
ber, placement and time delay of the recurrent connections. All of these factors
potentially influence the performance of the recurrent neural network.

In this work, we evaluate recurrent architectures that differ in the placement
of the recurrent connections, as depicted in Fig. 2, as well as the number of
nodes in the hidden layer. More variations, such as the number of hidden layers
and different time delays, were assessed, but yielded comparable results and are
therefore not discussed further in this work.

We analyse the IQ estimation capability of three recurrent architectures for
neural networks. They are introduced in the following.

An Elman network [25] is a simple recurrent network, with a recurrent con-
nection from the hidden layer to itself. The previous results of the hidden layer
may be combined with the current input values in order to achieve better a
estimate of the IQ value.
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(a) Architecture of a non-recurrent neural network.
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(b) Architecture of an Elman network.
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(c) Architecture of a NARX network.
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(d) Architecture of a time delay network.

Fig. 2: The different architectures of recurrent neural networks we evaluate in
this work, exemplary with 2 nodes in the hidden layer. The nodes of the hidden
layer are connected to the input variables and a bias. They use a tanh transfer
function. The output layer contains one node that gets it input from the nodes
of the previous layer and a bias. It uses a linear transfer function.
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A NARX network [26] utilises a recurrent connection from the output layer
to the hidden layer. Thus, the estimated IQ value of the preceding exchange may
be used for the current estimation. As raters were instructed to change the IQ
value only by one from one exchange to the next (except in severe cases), the
estimation might prove to be a valuable input.

Finally, a time delay network [27] is assessed. This architecture incorporates a
recurrent connection from the input to the hidden layer. By comparing preceding
input values with the current ones, differences that lead to an adjustment of the
IQ value might be discovered and taken into consideration.

For all architectures, the nodes of both layers involved in recurrence are
interconnected with each other by recurrent connections, and the time delay is
set to one time step.

The number of nodes in the hidden layer varies from 2 to 20. The number of
nodes available has an impact on the complexity of the calculation the network
is able to perform. A high amount of nodes is beneficial if IQ estimation from
the provided features requires an intricate mathematical formula. On the other
hand, a high amount of nodes impedes the training process, and a satisfactory
result might not be reached with the given amount of training data. By varying
the number of nodes, the best trade-off can be determined.

The following characteristics are shared by all networks covered in this work.
The networks contain only one hidden layer. All nodes of this layer are connected
to all input variables as well as a bias and use a tanh transfer function. The
output layer consists of one node, that gets its input from all nodes of the
hidden layer and possibly a recurrent connection. It has a bias and uses a linear
transfer function.

The networks perform a regression by implementing this architecture in their
output layer, although the presented problem is a classification task. A different
output layer implementing classification was tested and yielded worse results.
Therefore, this architecture was adopted. The final estimated IQ value is ob-
tained by rounding the result of the network.

4 Experiments and Results

The performance of different recurrent neural networks is evaluated with the
metrics described in the following.

4.1 Evaluation Metrics

Interaction Quality estimation is done by using three commonly used evaluation
metrics: Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), Cohen’s Kappa [28] and Spearman’s
Rho [29]. These are also selected as the same metrics have been used in Schmitt
et al. [22] as well.

Recall in general is defined as the rate of correctly classified samples belonging
to one class. The recall in UAR for multi-class classification problems with N
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classes recalli is computed for each class i and then averaged over all class-wise
recalls:

UAR =
1

N

N∑
i=1

recalli . (1)

Cohen’s Kappa measures the relative agreement between two correspond-
ing sets of ratings. In our case, we compute the number of label agreements
corrected by the chance level of agreement divided by the maximum proportion
of times the labelers could agree. However, Cohen’s weighted Kappa is applied
as ordinal scores are compared [30]. A weighting factor w is introduced reducing
the discount of disagreements the smaller the difference is between two ratings:

w =
|r1 − r2|

|rmax − rmin|
. (2)

Here, r1 and r2 denote the rating pair and rmax and rmin the maximum and
minimum ratings possible.

Correlation between two variables describes the degree by which one variable
can be expressed by the other. Spearman’s Rho is a non-parametric method
assuming a monotonic function between the two variables [29].

4.2 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of recurrent neural networks for IQ estimation, we
use the LEGO corpus presented in Sect. 2.2. Exchanges with less than three
IQ ratings are excluded from the evaluation for being too unreliable, just as
dialogues with less than three exchanges, as the IQ value can not be adjusted
before the third exchange. Furthermore, only numeric features which can be
automatically derived are used, leaving 41 input features.

For this corpus, we evaluate the performance of the recurrent neural network
architectures described in Sect. 3 using 10-fold cross validation, as well as a
neural network without recurrence in order to determine the impact of sequential
information. Whole dialogues are assigned to the train or test condition of the
10-fold cross validation, instead of assigning each exchange separately, in order
to account for the sequential character of the data. The neural networks are
trained with the dialogues of the train condition using dynamic backpropagation
[31]. Each dialogue is provided to the neural network sequentially, as in real
conversation.

In related work ([8, 9], [19], [22]), the evaluation metrics are obtained using
the available data in its entirety. As we feel that this approach does not ade-
quately take into account the sequentiality of the data, we utilised a different
approach: the evaluation metrics are obtained for each one of the 200 dialogues
separately and then averaged over all dialogues. The performance of SVMs [19],
[22] has been re-evaluated using this new approach in order to achieve compa-
rability. This results in an UAR of 0.55, a κ of 0.30, and a ρ of 0.50 for SVMs.
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4.3 Results

The average results over all 200 dialogues for all configurations and evaluation
metrics can be found in Table 1.

The best results are achieved using a NARX network with ten nodes in the
hidden layer: this architecture yields an UAR of 0.60, a κ of 0.37, and a ρ of
0.55. It outperforms the SVM approach (UAR: 0.55, κ: 0.30, ρ: 0.50).

When comparing the recurrent architectures with the non-recurrent archi-
tecture, statistical tests suggest that recurrence does not significantly increase
the performance of neural networks for IQ estimation (p > 0.05 for Elman and
NARX network). The time delay network even significantly decreases the per-
formance (p < 0.001).

These results might be due to the fact that training recurrent neural networks
is more complex than training non-recurrent neural networks [32, 33]. By utilis-
ing more elaborate training approaches, it may be possible to achieve different
results.

Furthermore, the number of nodes does not appear to have a significant im-
pact on the ability of a neural network to estimate the IQ value. While occasional
significant differences between consecutive levels of the number of nodes can be
found, those differences are isolated and not consistent across evaluation met-
rics. The assumption that the performance would become better at first as more
complex calculations are possible, and then decrease as training becomes more
difficult, can not be affirmed.

5 Conclusion

This work presented recurrent neural networks for the estimation of Interaction
Quality on the exchange level. It could be shown that both non-recurrent and
recurrent neural networks can outperform previous approaches such as SVMs in
this task.

The sequential structure of dialogues suggests that recurrent neural networks
might exceed the performance of non-recurrent neural networks in estimating
the Interaction Quality on the exchange level, as they incorporate information
about previous exchanges in their calculations. By evaluating the performance
of different recurrent neural network architectures and comparing them to the
performance of a neural network without recurrence, we found that Elman and
NARX networks do not significantly outperform a corresponding non-recurrent
neural network. Moreover, the time-delay network performs significantly worse
than the non-recurrent network. This might be due to the fact that the training of
recurrent networks is more complex than the training of non-recurrent networks.
It is probable that more training data or a more refined training approach is
needed.

For future research, the number of input features may be reduced in a mean-
ingful way, or a larger corpus of training data may be used, in order to train the
recurrent neural networks more efficiently. Furthermore, the training approach
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Table 1: Results given by the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), Cohen’s Kappa
(κ), and Spearman’s Rho (ρ).

(a) Performance of the baseline net-
work.

#nodes UAR κ ρ

2 0.56 0.35 0.53
3 0.55 0.34 0.52
4 0.56 0.34 0.52
5 0.56 0.35 0.51
6 0.55 0.35 0.53
7 0.57 0.36 0.52
8 0.54 0.33 0.52
9 0.56 0.35 0.52
10 0.55 0.35 0.52
11 0.53 0.31 0.49
12 0.52 0.34 0.54
13 0.57 0.36 0.53
14 0.58 0.38 0.54
15 0.56 0.35 0.52
16 0.57 0.37 0.53
17 0.57 0.35 0.53
18 0.57 0.37 0.53
19 0.58 0.36 0.53
20 0.56 0.35 0.53

(b) Performance of the Elman net-
work.

#nodes UAR κ ρ

2 0.54 0.31 0.48
3 0.55 0.33 0.51
4 0.56 0.33 0.52
5 0.56 0.33 0.50
6 0.55 0.32 0.52
7 0.57 0.35 0.52
8 0.55 0.34 0.51
9 0.55 0.34 0.50
10 0.56 0.34 0.52
11 0.56 0.35 0.54
12 0.57 0.35 0.53
13 0.57 0.35 0.52
14 0.58 0.37 0.53
15 0.58 0.35 0.51
16 0.55 0.35 0.53
17 0.59 0.37 0.55
18 0.58 0.35 0.53
19 0.57 0.36 0.53
20 0.58 0.36 0.53

(c) Performance of the NARX net-
work.

#nodes UAR κ ρ

2 0.57 0.34 0.52
3 0.55 0.33 0.53
4 0.57 0.35 0.52
5 0.54 0.32 0.52
6 0.56 0.32 0.51
7 0.55 0.33 0.52
8 0.57 0.35 0.54
9 0.57 0.35 0.53
10 0.60 0.37 0.55
11 0.58 0.36 0.53
12 0.57 0.33 0.51
13 0.52 0.31 0.51
14 0.58 0.35 0.52
15 0.57 0.35 0.52
16 0.57 0.34 0.53
17 0.54 0.31 0.49
18 0.56 0.33 0.51
19 0.52 0.32 0.51
20 0.58 0.35 0.52

(d) Performance of the time delay net-
work.

#nodes UAR κ ρ

2 0.55 0.32 0.50
3 0.55 0.33 0.51
4 0.55 0.32 0.49
5 0.56 0.33 0.49
6 0.51 0.30 0.49
7 0.53 0.30 0.48
8 0.55 0.33 0.50
9 0.52 0.29 0.47
10 0.55 0.33 0.50
11 0.55 0.32 0.48
12 0.55 0.32 0.49
13 0.54 0.32 0.49
14 0.56 0.33 0.50
15 0.57 0.31 0.48
16 0.53 0.30 0.47
17 0.55 0.32 0.47
18 0.52 0.29 0.46
19 0.55 0.32 0.48
20 0.51 0.29 0.44
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could be refined. Different recurrent architectures, for example a combination of
the networks presented in this work, could be tested in addition.
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